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specific surface area (Siran). Slow sand 
treatment process for 
agreed well with what has 
raw water was much in winter. 
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new, modified method for 
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on a carrier medium with high 
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TJ-ATY"""'""'IT contaminants 
production, 

last two 

such as oxidants or 
waste, particularly 

sludge. is with biological treatment it is possible to produce 
biologically stable water that only demands a small disinfectant dose prior to delivering it to 

consumers. are even of treatment facilities without a final 
disinfection conventional of flocculation with subsequent rapid 

filtration cannot comply with demands (Hambsch 1996). These issues 
....,L .. ~J...,'"'""'"'"-'- to be even more In future, and will certainly be a growing 

tnr."'r""C'T in sustainable water treatment,."""""' ..... ·'""' 

municipality 
the consumers. 
treatment facility 
slow 

In 
reactors were set up for both slow sand 

1rYt·nrrnrP> the quality of the water delivered to 
is planning to build a large-scale biological 
future. The processes applied will comprise 

of iron and 1nanganese. To insure 
local circumstances and provide backup 

pilot plant studies were initiated. 
\XT<:lfe>rnrr.rlrc and a consulting company, pilot 

and biological ren1oval of iron and 

The purpose of this thesis work is to evaluate the pilot plant studies canied out at Varberg 
analytical results available from the waterworks and a commercial lab, as 

well as own measurements. is done as as the limited titne of a master thesis allows, 
since the pilot be until March/ April 1999. Secondly, a new, 

1 

Carbon 
the fields of 

the measurement of 





study. 
evaluation of the pilot 

water is a and difficult task. to 
of substances that can it is virtually impossible to identify and 

all a water analysis. Instead, are commonly used to 
estimate amount of natural organic matter or quantify certain groups of substances with 
similar character. about amount organic 1natter in a drinking water 
IS for assessing its quality. 

1.1 
measure of Chemical Demand (COD) originally derives from wastewater 

treatment. The COD states how much is needed to chen1ically oxidise all organic 
concept is applied to drinking water as well, as an indicator of 
the common dichromate method is banned because of its need 

potassium disadvantage with 
._._._ .... ._ .. y;;., ................. ...., is that it does not of types of 

inconsistent results (Morrison, 1998). 

The measurement of Total is a widespread method and gives the total 
amount of organic carbon in a water sample as mgC/1. Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) 
implies that the sample has been run through a with 0.45 ~m pore size prior to analysis, 
to exclude particles. The term dissolved is operationally defined in this context. The limit of 
0.45 ~m does not have any chemical that the filter medium is supposed to 
retain bacteria. 

IS no ....,, .. ," ....... ""'T""' .. "' of and TOC/DOC. Two 
organic molecules ...,v._ .......... l. ....... UJLF, carbon atoms differ in their oxygen 

,.,.,n,rcc • .-. atoms are in the molecule. 
den1ands more than a 

0-atoms (Morrison, 1998). 

measuretnent of nm is a common and easy tnethod to estin1ate the 
content in a water sample. is absorbed by aromatic and aliphatic 

compounds with double bonds (Haarhoff Claesby, 1991). It is frequently assumed that a 
~"~""' 1'""""'""-n the parameters UV 254-absorbance and the content of or 

not necessarily true, as measurement mainly covers aromatic 
and do not depend on type of organic matter. Therefore 

cannot be applied if carbon over or 
of water are 1 

3 



in water supply is a widespread problem. Biofihn .L,_, .. .._ .......... ..._ 

can lead to poor tap water quality form of bad odour and taste. 
be such Commonly the water 

The extent of 
s1nce 

life (dissimilation) and growth ( assin1ilation). 
for such problems is to keep a carefully dosed disinfectant residual 

the water to ....... "''""' 0 '"'-t growth. Most commonly, chlorine is used for this purpose. 

some not only inhibits microbial growth 
organic molecules. Eventually halogenated organics are 

or mutagens. major concern is the possible 
(THM). Chloroform 

1990). substances raw water are 
of chlorination by-products. 

n-:l,r<:ln'lPi"Prc like or UV -absorption are rough measures of organic carbon and 
reliable information about the biological stability of the water, i.e. the ability of 

water to microbial is no between the contents 
of Biodegradable Matter and the DOC of a water. The ratio will depend on the type 
of organic matter. It is generally accepted that the large organic molecules like humic 
substances are almost to biodegradation. Most bacteria seen1 to prefer the fractions of 
relatively small n1olecules with molecular less than maybe 1000 amu2 et al., 
1996; et 1 et al., 1994). 

same source, can 
._,.._J..._ ............. ,J., more biodegradable are higher in 

in the cold water of winter or spring (Klevens et al., 1996, Welte Montiel, 1996). 
UV 254 or colour are hardly suitable to assess Biodegradable Organic Matter, and 

""""''01 "~"" 1 '"' """'"'"''""'"''"'~-"''"'"are needed. 

The measure Specific UV-Absorbance (SUVA) is defined as the ratio of UV 25/TOC. It thus 
indicates proportion of aromatic compounds in the organic carbon (degree of 

1 Trihalomethanes: derivatives of methane in which three hydrogen atoms are substituted by bromine or chlorine 
2 atomic mass units 
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this 
in a water . 

.L.LLU.L>.U .. LLI.U.LJ. values on 
to < 4 mg/1 prior to 

............... ..., ... 1-, .......... ,'-4 to to < 2 mg/1 et al., 1996). Good 
qualitative correlations been found between biodegradability parameters to the demand 

chlorine to waters (Huck, 1990). 

It can concluded 
..... ""'~ri'"' Matter can important information about 

the measurement of Biodegradable 
quality of raw and finished water in 

drinking water treatment. 

There are basically two different approaches for the measuren1ent of Biodegradable Organic 
water samples. 

that can be formed the 
the 

e<n..-·-r"'r'"' water or a special, known species. Commonly, 
actual measure of Biodegradable would be colony forming units2 

( cfu) or concentration of adenosintriphosphate (ATP) in the biomass. conversion factors, 
those measures can be in terms of Assimilable Organic Carbon (AOC) in the water 
sample (Huck, 1990). Biotnass-based methods will not discussed in detail here. 

other group of is based on the -....•L+, +L" ... ~.,. ... _P'"''.._".._r._•,a...., of before and after incubation of 
the water sample. The result is expressed as Biodegradable Dissolved Organic Carbon 

which can be defined as follows: is that portion of the organic carbon in 
water that can be by microorganisn1s (Huck, 1990). 

tneasure quite different parameters, 
""'-'"'-'-V.LJ.LJ•Llv~ (Jago et al., 1994) It 

rh++av.an+ kind of objectives. the 
water supply systems, biomass

r-~,.t-"" ... '~'Y\114'"' the chlorine de1nand of a water 
sample or potential formation of disinfection '-' ...... ~...., .. ..,. DOC-based methods are said to 
be more ...,.,. ... ,.. ........ ..-. .... 1990). contrast to this, it stated that the primary 
objective of the '-'"'·'"'LL ...... H for bacterial growth (Frias et al., 
1992). 

1 Operationally defined as a water with <1 0 !Jg/l Assimilable Organic Carbon (AOC) or <0.15 mg/l 
Biodegradable Dissolved Carbon (BDOC) (Lambert & Graham, 1995). Definitions see below. 
2 Colony fmining units: measure of bacteria concentration, the number of colonies formed on agar plates 
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are 
sample is .. :,. ..... ,u....,u. 

for 10, 21 or 

.......... '-"._, .... ._..., a water sample 
......... ...,._ ... .._'U,~ of Billen-Servais (Servais et al., 

indigenous from surface water kept in the dark 
can be by two different analytical approaches. 

............................... , simple one consists of measuring the of sample until it has reached a 
is then the difference initial and final 

analytical mortality of the 
whole period of bacterial mortality 

is integrated over which equals sum of produced biomass. Finally the sum of 
produced biomass is divided by the growth yield, commonly called The result equals 

IS as produced biomass of substrate (Huck, 1990, Yolk et 
al., 1994). 

advantage of a biofilm on an support most common 
one uses colonised with bacteria as inoculum (Joret and Levi, 1986). sand is 
from sand filters at water treatment plants which do not chlorinate their water prior to 
filtering. sand is washed until no of carbon is in the wash water. 
Normally, 100 g of 300 of water sample are incubated in a 500 ml flask for 
days with aeration. of the water san1ple is checked and after putting it into 
the flask and the mean of those two measurements defined as initial DOC. During the 
incubation period, is measured daily until a plateau is reached. Finally, IS 

calculated as the between initial and minin1um 

use a 
inoculum or 

of sand/sample 
use aeration. appropriate sand/water ratio seems to be the one most 

commonly used, 1:3. Use of sn1aller mnounts of sand, 10 g per 300 ml 
leads to a serious underestimation of The use of more sand the problems of 
carbon and carbon adsorption. Frmn aerated higher values are 
calculated than from non-aerated ones, especially if content in the sample is high. 

the levels flask may again, which could be 
It 
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a) 

a to create a column with 
inside, was to run the measurement continuously. of the sample is then 

DOC in 

the water enters the column, and after it exits. discrete water samples 
sample through the column. Both possibilities are 

the column is ready to use, the support medium has to be 
this lake or water is pumped through the 

out 

Bacterial 
column 

b) 

that authors believe to vanes 
.L./U.L.L,,V.LJ.oJ5 1996). 

DOC 
before I after 

1: Continuous and batch 

high surface area of the support material decreases the contact time necessary to achieve 
biodegradation of the organic material in the sample water. Working flows between 3.5 and 7 
ml/min correspond to retention times of 45 n1in to 2 h in the column. Discrete samples are 
ror. .. rnrY<AV\I!''U re:ctn;ul2LteC1 for 5 days et al., 1992). 

seem to be some problems of bacterial columns. Small molecules can 
of the biofilm, for larger molecules, 

is negligible. Thus the bacterial column might work as a chromatography column, 
with small molecules system with a delay of up to 50 hours (Llitkens, 1996). With 
recirculation of samples and therefore long contact times, there could be problems 
with carbon release from tubing. 

variety of methods that are used poses a problem when data from different studies 
to be compared. Studies have conducted which compare the different methods and 
results applied to the same water. 

It methods similar results, a 
1 shows the results analysis on raw and finished 
(Spain), and an idea about the inherent variability of 

measurements. 

methods for water, in °/o 
brackets. Summarised from Frias et 1995 

Method Authors, year % BDOC/DOC Finished 

16.17 (9.17) Suspended bacteria 
(14.22) 27.01 (12.08) 

Column (continuous) 25.8 (9.2) 31.9 (17.0) 
Col. (recirculated) Frias et 36.07 (14.35) 27.01 (11.54) 
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bacteria .,_..,..,..,,ro ... "'"'" 

is obviously able to "'-""""'· ............. .... 
reasons are 

to the high 

comparative studies, problems have been reported with the column method. 
of discrete samples through the column produced results that were inconsistent 

with the fixed bacteria method after Levi. The column method for exmnple 
indicated that a finished water had higher than the raw and had a poor 
reproducibility (Jago et al., 1994). 

rnr..rtt:>1·n slow sand filter was installed in 1829 in and the basic design of 
those built today is still the same. Since the process requires a relatively large area, many 
.................. '"', . ..., see it as a solution for small supplying up to a thousand of people. On 

water from slow 1991). 
is a vast amount of literature available on the subject. In several cases, results of 

different studies are contradictory, when it comes to influence of different 
.,.....,.,,...,."'""'"~"""1-" on a slow sand filter's performance. section will try to give an overview and 
incorporate recent research. 

1 
set-up of a slow sand filter is remarkably as illustrated in The unit consists 

of a filter box, in which a of sand is supported by a layer of The raw water enters 
the filter and makes up the headwater above the sand layer. Through so-called underdrains 
within the gravel support, of perforated pipes, the clean water is leaving the filter. 
The walls of full-scale are usually made of concrete, or alternatively of sloped soil. 

headloss, the height of the 
increases. Outflow controlled filters have a constant headwater 

situated after the filter requires further ongoing clogging 

On top of sand bed, a layer of debris and high microbial activity forms after some time of 
operation. the literature it is traditionally called Schmutzdecke, a German word meaning 
"dirty blanket". This term seems to an of the 

this the term Schmutzdecke will be 
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finished 
water 

Tailwater 
Headwater 

2: Schematic cross section of a slow sand filter 

The filter run is ended when the headloss is such that either the supernatant water reaches its 
maximum allowable height (inflow controlled filters) or the desired flow cannot be 
maintained (if outflow controlled). Filters are normally nm continuously, 24 hours a day, 
since downtimes can negatively affect the biology. Slow sand filters are not backwashed. The 
traditional cleaning procedure implies lowering the water table under the sand surface and 
subsequent removal of the Schmutzdecke plus the adjacent 1 em of sand. Since this 
procedure removes sand, the filter bed has to be after a few years, when the filter bed 
depth has become insufficient (Hendricks, 1 1 ). As water has to be supplied continuously to 
the consumers, even when a filter is slow filtration facilities need to consist of at 
least 2 filter units. 

of pollutant 

The theory of physical particle removal in rapid sand filters without microbial life has been 
described in detail by other authors (Hendricks, 1991 ). Although mechanisms such as 
interception and sedimentation certainly also occur in slow sand filters, the main factor for 
removal of pollutants seems to be biological. This is shown by the fact that new slow sand 
filters tend to have a poor removal effic.iency, which improves with the first filter run. During 
this start-up phase called maturation, a microbial community forms, not unlike those 
found in a natural environment, e.g. a sandy lake bottom. In literature, maturation times of 35 
to over lOOdays·have reported(Haarhoff Claesby, 1991). 

biological mechanisms have attributed to contaminant retnoval in slow sand 
filters, for example predation of bacteria by protozoa, metabolic breakdown and an increased 
stickiness of the sand surface (Haarhoff Claesby, 1991~ Weber-Shirk Dick, 1997). The 
mechanisms by which different fractions of organic matter are removed in slow sand filters 
are not yet fully understood. The general perception is that smaller and simpler organic 
molecules with molecular weights about <5000 amu are removed by biodegradation. In 
contrast, humic material is probably rather adsorbed to the surface of the filter medium 
(Collins et al., 1994). 

biologically very Schmutzdecke, 
IJ'-'.U.I..I..l~ period of 6 hours to 2 
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occurs 
cold water or .L.L.U . .L.LJ.U ...... .L 

Defined as the sieve size at which 10 mass-% of a sand pass ( d 10) 

design parameter is the filtration commonly stated as m/h, since it 
area needed to treat a amount of water. choosing a 

one should consider that while one slow filtration unit is for 
cleaning, the filters have to take over some extra flow to compensate. Uncertainties and 
possible UJ.H..-£>..1-''-''"''"'"''-'- events, such as a deterioration of raw water quality can easier be coped 
with if a approach is taken concerning the rate. Anyhow, high filtration rates are 
often not they result in a faster build-up of headloss and significantly shorter 
filter runs. a are as because 
high labour cost 

has to chosen carefully. Too sands have a lower 
permeability and cause headloss. Too coarse media compromise the effluent quality. 
Authors that larger than usually recommended be used, but preferably in 
warm climates the biological activity is sufficient round. The suitable uniformity 
coefficient of the sand is limited. Sands with a wide size distribution have a lower 

u-.t-.a.-rC'"hf"'t:l>C" Olelvveen the ones. It is lrYt ... r>.i>""l-..--.i<"\T 

to make sure that the purchased sand has been carefully washed to remove the fine fractions. 
turbidity to be higher than raw water turbidity for several 

Logsdon, 1991 Hendricks, 1991 ). 

filter with a roof has to 
It is possible to 

side walls are '·"'·"L'_."'.._ ... ..., ..... 

floating on top of of solid ice on 
top, practically cannot are only possible to 
operate it is certain that the run two the length of the frost 
period. This requires excellent raw waters and and/or a moderate filtration rate. In this case, 
the filters have to be scraped just before the beginning of the cold season. Since this policy 
involves certain uncertainties and nuisance, most authors recommend covered filters in cold 

usually do not additional heating, and a small pump which 

10 



Slow sand filtration has a reputation for being able to retnove Natural Organic Matter from 
raw waters. The extent to which components making organic carbon and colour are 
removed is limited. of raw waters and the crudeness of the 
used bulk Reported organics ren1ovals in terms of 

3. The average removal of the 

Table 3: slow filtration 
see there for detailed references of the studies included in this 

Water source DOC [mg/1] rate [m/h] Rem.[%] Water source DOC [mg/1] rate Rem.[%] 
Springfield (US) 2.3 (winter) 0.04 15 River Ohio (US) 1.5- 3.2 0.12 5-24 
Springfield (US) 3.0 (autumn) 0.05 12 River Avon (UK) 4.8 0.20 23 
Portsmouth (US) 5.3 - 7.0 0.05 8-30 Ivry (France) 2.2 2.3 0.20 18-20 
Portsmouth (US) 8.0 0.10 12 River Thames (UK) 3.7 0.25 15 
Ashland (US) 2.8 0.05 12 Leng (Switzerland) 0.95 0.67 16 
Ashland (US) 2.8 0.10 9 

Slow sand filters to ren1ove o/o of UV254-absorbing substances (Table 4), with a 
mean 17 o/o. Colour removals reported are in the of 15-80 %, the mean being 34 % 
(Table 5). It that the removal of true colour, caused by humic 
substances, is only around of apparent colour includes a contribution 
fro1n suspended particles which are effectively retained in slow sand filters, the removal of 
apparent colour may be higher. Unfortunately it is rarely stated in literature, which of these 
two colour was n1easured (Claesby, 1991 ). 

Table 4: UV-absorbance removals slow filtration 

Water source UV-abs [m-1
] rate[m/h] Rem.[%] Water source UV-abs rate Rem.[%] 

Springfield (US) 8.1 0.04 33 River A von (UK) 13.3 0.2 32 
Springfield (US) 9.3 0.05 22 (France) 4.9-5.2 0.2 2-20 
Portsmouth (US) 20-30 0.05 20-30 River Thames (UK) 10.0 0.25 12 
Portsmouth (US) 28 0.1 8 (Switzerland) 0.7 16 

Table Colour slow sand filtration & 

Water source Colour rate[m/h] Rem.[%] Water source Colour rate Rem.[%] 
16°H* (winter) 0.04 44 Seagahan (US) 20-55 °H 0.15 15-20 

Springfield (US) l2°H (autumn) 0.05 42 River A von (UK) 1.63 m· 1 0.2 38 
Lake Vyrnvy 20-30 °H 0.15 20-30 River Thames (UK) 0.90 m· 1 0.25 23 

* degree Hazen 
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Table 

Water source 
Leidun (Netherlands) 
Weesperkarspel (NL) 
Weesperkarspel (NL) 

AOC [JlgC/l] rate[m/h] Rem.[%] Water source 
8 25 Ivry (France) 
16 25 New Hampshire 

0.7 40 

to reduced 
Carbon (AOC) 

%, with a mean of 

BDOC [mg C/1] 
0.4- 0.65 

0.7 

Rem.[%] 
46-75 

57 

The influence of the filtration rate on effluent quality has long been subject to controversy. To 
achieve filtrate at low filtration rates with longer contact times seems to be logical. 

results presented in the above tables suggest that the rate does not have any 
major effects on the organics removal. Slow sand filters are apparently able to 
adjusts to higher organics load which might occur due to either a higher concentration in the 
raw water or a higher filtration rate (Lambert Graham, 1995). studies have been 
published filtration rates were increased from 0.1 to at least 0.5 mlh without 
deterioration of effluent quality, taking into account any currently available parameter 
(Rachwal et al., 1996). 

On the other '"'"'"'"'· ..... !-, ... '"'...., indicating a filtration 
rates, as illustrated 3. Both the removals of seem to 
depend on the ....................... LVJ.J. rate to a significant extent. most studies there was only a 
slight with higher filtration rates and difference was not statistically 
significant (Lambert Graham, 199 5; Collins et al., 1994). 

-ro 
> 
0 
E 
<lJ 
a: 

25 

/Dissolved Organic Carbon 

Permanganate Value 

5 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Filtration Rate (m/h) 

slow sand filtration 

that low temperatures have a much more detrimental effect on slow 
high filtration rates. for the dependence of rvrn-.., ..... , 

IS 
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microbial life, a proportion of 
to low removals of TOC. 

In the same study it was shown 
-... .... ~ ...... .._,v ....... ~ .... -... drastically at water' 

...... ··~· ............ . 
--·-·-·-····--·-··~······················································· .. ······················· ......................... -·-················ 

15 

4: Removal of matter measured as TOC reduction at different raw water t-"" ..... , .... ", ... ,.,..-.,, .. """ in 
a slow sand filter at a rate of 0.13 m/h 

50 

40 

30 

20 

lO 

0 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

Temp crature C'C) 

& 1996) 

Several modifications have rrrr<:>,...TC>rl to classical slow sand filtration that either increase 
the performance or improve operational conditions. 

1 filter 

Before a slow sand filter is cleaned by scraping, the water table has to be lowered, and the top 
centimetres of the sand fall dry. This has been shown to be rnore detrimental to the biology 
than the scraping procedure itself. To avoid this problem and at the same time save some 
work, a new cleaning technique has been developed at the West Hartford (USA) slow sand 
filter. 

................. .., ..... at this slow sand filter, the water table is only lowered to 
about 30 em above tractor with drags a over the sand surface, 
LV'-''LJVJLJ...I..U.f"; the which "OHC'Orl the same supernatant water is 

13 



and thus had an improved 
wet harrowing technique has been evaluated on full-scale facilities and is 
low turbidity raw waters (Hendricks, 1991, 1991, 

..., .. <.4.,., .... ,,._ a layer of is to ................. .~. ........ ._..., .... .~.....,.u..~..~..~..~.J.F-,· 
are retained on sand surface would not have to 

..., ............................ .LJ.h>'-'-''"'-'""• the cleaning procedure consists the removal washing of the fabric. 
a non-woven fabric is considered to be a more filtration medium than 

sand, due to its higher porosity and specific surface area. the necessary filter bed depth 
is lower, in headloss than for an unprotected sand bed. Available and suitable 
fabrics are 0.36-20 mm thick and their properties have summarised (Hendricks, 
1991 ). plant studies with fabric protected slow sand showed encouraging results 
(Graham et al, 1996). Filter mat cleaning was for pilot-scale facilities, but a suitable 
method cleaning large pieces of fabric so far. 

Olivine is a mixture of iron magnesium silicates which occurs naturally. mineral 
has a more .... ,..,. .... ..-,, ... ,"" ..................... ~-- -----,..,- than common quartz. This is particularly advantageous as 
aquatic has a negative surface charge. the olivine sand 

coated with iron oxide. a surface adsorption of 
organic matter to the Subsequently, adsorbed substrate IS mineralised by the 
bacteria on surface (McMeen Benjamin, 1996). 

In a pilot study, iron-oxide-coated-olivine was tested as a slow filter medium and 
compared with uncoated olivine and ordinary sand. With good quality river water as the 
iron-oxide-coated-olivine filter achieved consistently higher organics removal. Removal of 

was 20-50 o/o, compared to 12 % by sand or uncoated olivine. Absorption of UV 254 

was reduced 44-70 % in the iron-oxide-coated-olivine, but only o/o by the other two 
filters. After 6 months of pilot plant operation, were no signs that the adsorptive capacity 
of the grain would Probably the adsorption are 
biologically. 

Ozonation is a well-known option for coloured raw waters rich in humic 
substances. adding ozone to biodegradability of aquatic n1atter is increased. 
The oxidant breaks large, refractory organic molecules such as humic to 

compounds. This can UV 254-absorbance 
the bacteria 



increases with the 
most pronounced for cold 

....... u, .... ....,,, .. ...,"' extent of research out in the field of biological drinking water treatment 
resulted in some new developments which can better effluent qualities than slow 

sand filtration. Some of these new technologies are mentioned here briefly. However, they 
generally lack the simplicity of slow sand filtration. 

have been used for the removal of 
1-''-''_..A ............. L..., such as pesticides. 

in the filter 

Bacteria grow best in places where they are protected from being eaten or washed away. 
The amount of pores in with its large specific surface area provides ideal 
support bacterial growth. 

tends to adsorb substrate, nutrients and oxygen, so that the bacteria living on the 
surface are supplied. This allows bacterial growth and biodegradation even at 
low influent substrate concentrations. Furthermore, the contact time between the bacteria 
and substrate/nutrients is extended. 

of functional groups of surface of activated carbon obviously improves the 
attachment of tnicroorganisms (for exan1ple and carboxylic groups -COOH). 

and slow sand filtration with 
Matter. low temperatures, 

v-.ar ...... """'"''rY of the filter run, the removal of 
slow filtration. 

lJ'-'"''-' ...... ..,._, slowly colonised by 
'"',.,.. •• ...,.t-,·An °"'""""' 0 '''"' is exhausted, the was shown 

than sand (Dussert Tran1posch, 1996). 
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mainly removes suspended solids 
accomplishes nitrification of Ozonation and 

Activated Carbon filtration make up the 
remove most of the organic matter. At this 

has to less than 1 
of slow sand filtration, the 

Carbon (AOC) is reduced to less than 
10 Jlg/1, so that the water can supplied to the consumers 
without chlorination (van 1996). kind 6: Process scheme for the 
of treatment is costly alternative. water of Amsderdam 

u~J..LU'-.IV waters are generally found in 
waters lacking oxygen, which means groundwater and at 

lakes, both metals may occur in their soluble 

der Hoek et. 

is form of and often chelated1
, dissolved occurs 

as Mn2
+. increasing the redox potential of the water, or the pH, a chemical oxidation of 

iron and manganese is obtained. The oxidised and thereby precipitated (III) occurs in form 
of as Fe(OH)2 or while oxidised (IV) exists as 

reasons. 
some 

reduction because of iron precipitation 
unpleasant odour and taste, caused by iron bacteria that grow in the pipes and eventually 
die and get out. 

san1e 
Mn 

0.05 mg/1 for n'l':l·nr<<JIY\,::>(',::> 

cortcet1trall011S below 0.05 mg/1 

1 Chelate: Complex involving a multidentate organic ligand. The cation is bonded from more than one side. 
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lS 

........................ ,... .. (Lyberatos et al., 1997). 
the demanded quality, additional 

..., ....... ,. .... u . .., ....... oxidants (chlorine, potassium 

40-50% of 
r. ........ r,,.-.rr water standards for and 

1992). Also some Swedish waterworks 
rPr\n.rrPn Inc:recLSirlQ: demands of oxidants to ensure reduction, and still the levels 

according to standards (Hedberg and Wahlberg, 1998). The most 
common reason for problems with conventional removal is iron complexation, by silica 
or humic substances. 

microorganisms IS known to enhance the oxidation of iron and 
on that of removal systems have been 

,...,..,...,.,...,..,,..,. of bacteria. Several different technical 
applications for biological removal are available and have been summarised (Seppanen, 
1992). slow sand filtration. the most promising 
technical solution seems to be oxidation in a bioreactor. Such a bioreactor can have different 

solutions to treatment plants supplying thousands of 

are several of bacteria that oxidise iron and manganese in different ways. Some 
of them can identified a to their characteristic forms. One group 
comes in of sheaths, while the most common iron bacterium Gallionella ferruginea, 
grows in spirally twisted stalks (Mouchet, 1992). different species involved in the process 
will not be discussed in detail. 

LJ""''"'""'IJ'- for some specialists that only iron or bacterial population of 
biofilters contain of bacteria which can utilise both 1netals. For most of the bacteria, 
the decide they oxidise iron or manganese. 

while many bacteria excrete extracellular 
as well. have a surface 

iron and Autotrophs 1 

to assimilate organic carbon from 
iron sets only minute amounts of o..-.,"' ... n-'" 

are required to assimilate one mol of carbon. Most iron 
and .......... , .. J.F,rr~"",,"'j_,~,.,~o.J",''"'"" bacteria are heterotrophic. The oxidation n1ight be a mechanism to detoxify 

................................. Additionally, surrounding bacteria has a higher 
may be reason for oxidation 1992). 

carbon for food (opposite of heterotrophic) 
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.. .u .... ,., ............... conditions situated around theoretical boundary Fe(II) 
higher and values, is chemically oxidised. If the pH value 

chemical oxidation easily becomes preponderant, as indicated by the thin 
broken line in the diagram. 
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Figure 8 compares the and redox requirements of iron and bacteria. The two 
bold lines describe the thermodynamic boundaries oxidised and reduced forms of 
iron and manganese. two thinner lines which anow 1 points at, describe the limits of 
bacterial iron oxidation. In contrast, biological manganese oxidation place within the 
area defined by the two lines between the points of arrow 2. broken line denotes 
theoretical boundary between the two oxidised To 
oxidise the bacteria need dissolved oxygen mg/1, corresponding to a redox 
potential of-+300-400 mY. Optimal conditions for both processes cannot be achieved in the 
same bioreactor, with the of very low filtration rates (Mouchet, 1992). 

If compared to physicochemical removal, biooxidation has some important advantages. First 
of all, process is rapid, allowing high filtration rates. In coarse filters 

rates are commonly 10-70 mlh 1ron 10-40 mlh Secondly, 
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which are more compact than 
precipitate is denser and has a lower 

can be about five tin1es higher 
...................... .,..., have been observed with biological 

added during the process, except 
to the consumers, and possibly pH 

inhibit biology. and 
V'-J.LLV'-'U.t..LO..O.t-J.'LIJ.J.kJ. If 

in nlr'>ra . .-.ro.,.n,~c-

main a biological removal is to provide the bacteria with 
optimal conditions for growth. It is therefore essential that the redox potential of the water is 
controlled process, through The design of the facility will depend on the 

example if both manganese are to be treated. The successive 
treatment steps ground water containing dissolved iron and manganese, as well as 
ammonium, are illustrated in 9. It has shown that, water contains high amounts 
of biological oxidation of Mn(II) can only take place after nitrification. links 

biological Mn oxidation and ammonium/nitrate have been investigated further 
(Verstraete et al., 1995), but discussed here. The treatlnent for water containing 

but no amount of ammonium, comprises two separate 

filtration for removal, 
filtration for manganese removal. 

bioreactor can vary on dimensions of the facility. In France, 
scale plants (up to 1200 m3/h) bioreactors based on rapid sand filters, with coarse sand 
(0.95-1.35 mm). basic for one filtration step, thus used for either iron or 
manganese, 1s In 11. two processes of biooxidation and retaining the 
precipitate place in the same reactor. pressurised aeration is controlled by 1neans of 
flow meters can be done by letting the water drop over 

be regulated by a partial bypass of non-aerated raw 
of a bioreactor is much longer for biological 

up to 2 months. Adding backwash sludge from 
1992). 

of plastic, which has a large 
filtration to retain the precipitate, see 

a pilot plant study in manganese was biologically oxidised and 
levels were complying to drinking water standards. In this case, hydraulic 

loading rates were relatively low, equivalent to a residence time of 1.3 hours. The same low 
concentrations could be achieved in the outflow when the detention tin1e was halved, but 

the rapid sand filter more frequent backwashing (Hedberg Wahlberg, 1998). 
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pH Biooxidation Rapid sand filtration 

and filtration 

11: Basic of a biological unit for a flow rate of 100 m3/h 

Trickling filters are. knoWn fron;_ waste water treatment. In such a filter, the water trickles 
slowly downwards over the support medium. A pilot scale trickling filter, filled with gravel of 
a mean diameter of 5 mm, has been used to remove iron from raw water. Since air is naturally 
convected through the filter because of the temperature difference inside/outside, no 
additional aeration was necessary. The pilot plant trickling filter showed good removal 
efficiency. and pH measurements indicated that both biological and physicochemical 
iron oxidation took place (Lyberatos et al, 1997). 

For small water supplies, even individual houses, another of bioreactor has been 
described. It consists of a so-called pre-treatment unit(= the bioreactor), divided in partitions. 
The water has to pass through a layer of lightweight filter material floating on the surface 
when flowing from one partition to the next, driven by gravity. Finally, a small, integrated 
slow sand filter unit completes the treatn1ent (Seppanen, 1992). 
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Stora Neden 
Soft lake water) 

organic carbon. 

Increase 
alkalinity ____,. 

raw waters will 
subsequently mixed. 

activated carbon treatment is 
of contaminants and should 

by C0
2 

1.----J! 

&NaOH 

* GAC filtration through granular activated carbon 

waterworks 

.... ..:J .. LF,U'-'"' the treatment of lake pilot scale slow sand filters without roof 
stainless steel with a diameter of 1. 5 m, see 

sand is 1 m all height of the supernatant water 
2 and 2 m for filter 3, eventually allowing for a higher rate. Piezometers 

are installed to of headloss. are more densely the upper part 
are 30, 40, 100, 300, and 800 mm. The first one is 

...,._._,__,IJ,J._,.._,~ to last one is situated in the underdrain pipe. The 
hydraulic loading rate is outflow controlled. means of a simple mechanic device, it is 

constant, even though sand filter upstrean1 builds up 
14). The tube is a solid block which 

slow sand filter and the box, an activated carbon filter is 
carbon filter was only used since October 1998, the effects of it will not be 

thesis. carbon is in a pre-loading phase for at least 
............ ...._ .......... ....,in the long run. 



Water surface 

Control valve 

13: Pilot slow sand filter 

to filter supposed to 
· '""''''"''., rate. 3, filtration rates are to 

investigate the effects on filtrate quality and headloss development. An of 
filtration rates of the 3 filters is given Table 7. to a misunderstanding, all filters 

were run on a higher rate than what was planned over summer. the rates were 
lowered on all filters. From September on, filters 2 3 have run on an increased rate of 
0.45 mlh while the reference filter 1 was kept at a low rate. 

Table 7: 

Time span I reference Filter 1 Filter 2 Filter 3 
until9-Aug 0.4- 0.42 0.6- 0.72 0.6- 0.72 
10-Aug until2·Sep 0.2 0.3 0.3 
from 3-Sep 0.2 0.45 0.45 
from 20-0ct 0.2 0.35 0.35 

1 
Regular samples were taken on the raw water as well as after each continuously 
June 24 1998. san1pling and analysis programme is summarised in Table 8. site, 
headloss was monitored as the was scratched, the 
..... ..., ........ .._ . ._,uu was lab, uv 



slow filters 

and various 
TOC-analyser 

1 see chapter 5 1 0-Aug to 
1 CL 

* times per week * * S on site, WL = waterworks' lab, CL = commercial lab, 0 = own measurement 
*** comprises: pH, turbidity, conductivity, alkalinity, hardness, smell, colour, COD, N03-N, N02-N, 

Ca, Mg, Mn, Na, AI, P04-P, F-, Cl, S04 

the treatment of two plant biofilters were installed. 
the actual bioreactor and subsequent rapid filter, see 15. biofilters 

consist of pipes of m 1 which are filled with a 
biofilm of plastic as 16. 

Pump 

Storage ton Biofilter Rapid sand filter 
Photo of biofilm carrier in 

of .... .,. •. ,.,,.,, ... to Swedish coin 

hours. water 
water from borehole~ in quality concerning iron 

manganese contents. rapid sand filters were backwashed 3 times a At end of 
such an amount of sludge had that the bioreactors had to 



rhi-1-a.-r.on-t locations 
outflow of 



Siran (Schott, 
porous glass in form of balls with mm 

60-70 ~m pore volume, bulk density of 0.57 g/cm3 and a 
surface area of 0.15 m3/g. It was kept in a glass tube (630mm, internal 0 20mm) with glass 
wool in the bottom and top of the column, as used in previous studies (LUtkens, 1996). To 

the inflow of particles, the raw water was passed through a rapid sand filter. 

It has that the Siran was properly colonised with biofilm after a period of 
months (Ltitkens, 1996). The 2 identical colutnns was set up and started on 
July 1st, 1 using a flow of 8 ml/min a few weeks of operation it 
was discovered that the glass wool in to clog. This resulted in some periods 
of was driven out of the column by pump 

it to install an easily renewable pre-filter to protect 
the columns, consisting of a thicker of plastic tube filled with glass wool. The final set-
up of the is illustrated in 1 7. 

water To waste 

--- Glass wool 

--- Siran 

--- Glass wool 

....... ""' .................. that been used put back into the columns 
afterwards to the biofilm good method of putting the wet and sticky 
material back seems to be to wash it into the column with water. To avoid the formation of air 
bubbles during this process, it is advisable to the surface in the tube under water at 
all times. that way, Siran balls falling into the column have to pass the water layer prior to 

used carrier material, the 



L'-f-''vJ. .U . .LJ.'-'.ULL.> was 
dust from falling 

or at least 

0.1 10.0 top 
1.0 3 raw water 10.0 bottom 

4 raw water 10.0 4 synthetic soft 10.0 top 
5 nanopure + 1 0 C/1 0.1 5 synthetic soft 10.0 bottom 
6 nanopure + 1 0 mg C/1 1.0 6 raw+ 10 mg C/1 10.0 top 
7 + 10 C/1 10.0 7 raw+ 10 mg 10.0 bottom 

first 4 glasses of raw water from Lake Stora (near Varberg), 
u,..,,,,_...,'LJ.. The water was filtered through mm glass pore-size ;:::::; 1 ~tm, 

0, 0.1, 1, and 10 g (wet of colonised Siran were added to 400 ml of 
.,..._ ... ,, ... ~.._..,, in order to an1ount of biofihn. addition, 3 of 

"'""' .... '"~"""water with 10 tng/1 Glucose) were 0.1, 1 and 

f:'et.r>n."i"Ori C>'V..-.C~ .... >V"Y>O>-oT '-''.JLLLt.J.L.LLJ""'-'- 3 one without 

Siran, one with 10 g fron1 buttom of the column and from the top 
of the Two more glasses contained the same raw water, but spiked 10 mg C/1 
(Glucose). was tested with 10 g of Siran bottom, the other one from the top. 
Finally, 2 glasses applied synthetic soft water (Morrison, 1998). This contains nanopure water 
and common salts to provide for electrolyte and nutrients. Ten mg/1 of carbon were added as 

as 10 g of Siran the bottom/top as above. For the exact composition of synthetic 
Taking Siran different in colun1n was to 

of the column be more active than at the top. 



equipped with 
holder and 

The analysis of was out on a ......... ,, ... ~.._ . .,_,._.. 5000 TOC-analyser, equipped with an 
autosampler. the mode used for this study, was calculated from contents of Total 

(TC) Carbon (I C): 

Different calibration curves were used for sample analysis. Samples from the initial 
experiments were analysed using a common calibration with TC= 15, 5, 1 ppm. For the actual 
Varberg samples, calibration was done specially for the expected low values of DOC. Three-
point calibration was applied with 5, 1 ppm for and 0.5 ppm for IC. 

Ck"VY,Ck1"'1 YY'lCl•>"'TO vVllUUlvl.\.'U to develop a reliable method for 
some modifications were done to the technique. 

colonised canier material taken from the columns was now washed 15 tin1es 1n 
nanopure water, the last wash water sampled for analysis of DOC. 

• 10 g of colonised Siran were added to each water sample. 
The duration of the measurement was decided to be 5 days. 
Filters used for sampling were changed to a smaller pore-size of0.7 1.1n1 (GF/F). 

• samples were taken the water was poured into the glass and just 
that (0 hours), in addition to the final duplicate sample after 5 days. 

360 tnl of sample were poured into each glass, which left an amount of 300 ml after taking 
out 60 ml for the duplicate 0 hour-samples. 
The salts included in the synthetic soft water (except for the sodiun1 bicarbonate) were 
added to glass after taking the 0 hour smnples. 10 tnl of a 30-fold salt concentrate were 
added to 300 n1l. mistake introduced by diluting the water sample was 

with 14 glasses each. 
contrast to paddles 

-..art·nr-<3 the 

depths 
several mm, and the paddle speed was .u .. ....,_ .. ...., .... ...,...., .... rotations per minute. 





Table 10: Selected seasonal characteristics of 

~ 
Jnl-Aug 

oc 7.4 
--- 6.7 

Turbidity NTU 0.24 
f:, md lt:f~ ity tS/m 7.6 
H:1rdnt:SS 0 dH ** 0.94 
Alkalinity mg/1 HC03 8.2 
NH4-N mg/1 0.03 
:N()3. mg/1 < 0.5 
N02-N mg/1 0.001 
P04 ·P mg/1 < 0.01 
UV -abs. 254 nm m·t 5.68 
Colour mg/1 6 
COD mg/1 2.2 

ITOC 1ffig!l 2.79 
IC* mg/1 2.3 *** 

SUVA (UV/TOC) m·t tg-1 2.04 
H~t~ It bacteria 2d 1/ml 48 
HI ba~:u:Tl 7d 1/ml 
Coliforms 1/100 ml 5 
* own measurements see cha ter 6.4.2. p **German de 

Stora and their seasonal 
low alkalinity and pH, which can 

vV.l.LUJJ . .Lv.J with the 

the year is 

standard was 
.. -.-.~ .. ,-,..,.,., are lower in vn•v•+,-,-.. 

Swedish limi -l -l 
j(l:':l:IIIUB 

5.4 --- ---
6.9 7.5 9.0 ---
0.32 0.5 ---
7.6 --- 40 
0.94 15 
9.0 60 
0.03 0.4 0.05 
< 0.5 5 1 
< 0.001 0.005 
< 0.01 0.2 ---
8.64 ---
12.9 15 5 
3.5 4 2 
3.86 ---

---
2 --- ---
12 100 
63 5000 ---
3 100 ---

of hardness *** Auo--Se b p 

59 ~. In accordance 
as SUVA is higher 

cold season, a proportion of aromatic molecules. This finding is 
supported by the almost doubled colour value in indicating an increased content of 

are naturally occurring factors responsible for this seasonal 
biological activity soil enhance the transport of humic 



sand 
IAY'IY'nl"'1'li" could 

v ..... ,~...,,_,...._ headloss curves in which the of the filtration rate is clearly visible. 
3, run at m/h, built up headloss more rapidly than 1 at 

0.2 m/h. It seems that 1 could run much longer when the scraping was done in 
Unfortunately, length of the first filter run cannot be 

VVf<.,U . .LJ.J.U .. Lf<., of it was disturbed by raking. possible length of run "'""'"''J..LJ.,_,...._ 

2 months, even for filters 2 3. For an of the filtration rates over 
r-ru....-. ....... -..a Table 7. 
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N N 0 ~ .,.- N 0 .,... ..- N 0 ,_ N N 0 ,- N 0 0 .,.- N 

total headloss since done on October 20. 

To gain insight, the headloss development in different depths of 3 filter beds is 
compared in Figure 20. So1ne weeks after the was there was no significant 
headloss the top of filter bed (curves for November 16). With time, most of the 

at the a Schmutzdecke 
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100 

50 100 150 200 

pressure [em water column] 

150 200 250 

depth under 
sand surface 

[em] 

300 

pressure [em water column] 

20 A-C: Headloss in different 

.... u .... ,"' ........ u.L C) had the same ....................... '-JULJ 

J.J.._,, .... ~ .... U'...,..., of filter 2 is by a layer on top 
seems to a further of headloss between 

1 7 em under the sand surface (diagram B). 

-100 -100 

depth under 
sand surface 

[em] 

0 0 

100 

0 50 100 150 200 

pressure [em water column] 

the headloss in different 
of the filter bed is the difference between the 

pressure the pressure measured 
me:zon11et~er tubes. The total headloss over 

which 

100 

of 

of the filter 

There are at least 2 possible reasons for the differences in headloss of Filter 2 and 3: 

• Maybe the two filters have developed a different biological community. Mass production 
of certain species in filter 2 could have caused clogging of the sand surface. The absence of 
higher organisms that otherwise the sand and loosen the Schmutzdecke could have a 
similar Already when the first scraping was done in October, the filters obviously 
had different biological Filters one and two only had a thin green layer on top of 
the sand, probably algae. In contrast to that, filter 3 had a fully developed Schmutzdecke. 
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flow through 
Especially in small 

In this case, 

3 is no longer 
it is not uncommon to 

Schmutzdecke not exert its 

the slow sand removed raw water turbidity by 50% (data not shown). The 
t:>TT

1 "1t"'"'"''"' did not depend on the filtration rate. to the clear raw water 
turbidity is no critical this pilot plant study. 

common....., ....... -.. ........ ...., ...... such as hardness, alkalinity and conductivity as well as 
the concentrations of major like sulphate, practically unchanged by slow sand 

6.1 

the already low ammonium content of the raw water was further 
This is due the natural process of nitrification. Anyhow, effluent nitrate 

0.5 1ng/l, which detection limit of the 
were a contents after the 

.u.~. .... ._, ...... IJ .. ..., .. ..., nitrification. 
were slightly 

beginning of this did not occur 
possible explanation is that the filter bed was not entirely mature early summer, 
.... \,4._ ..... ._, . ..., ... of nitrifying bacteria was ...... " ... U .. U.'VJ, ............ 

four parameters organic matter have been 
UV 254-absorbance, and colour are n1""'"""nT<=>·rt 

on the raw water 
the high raw 

21. Most of 
raw water value. 

high or low C/C0 



Master thesis 

u 
0 
1-
Q; .... 
~ 
3: 
l! -u 
0 
1-

2 m 
1.. 

:!::! 
u: 

C/Co than 1.0 a net of r'" .. "'"'"'.''"" carbon 
certainly possible, if particles high in organic carbon, parts of biofilm, 
filtrate sample by coincidence. 

This is 
into the 

the other hand, single errors during analysis can also cause distorted results. For 
""""~ ........... lf-1.1."" on November 1 all filters removed about half of the from the water. The 
reason Is a high result for raw water single high value be 

2 

1.8 

1.6 

0.8 

0.4 
c "S "S "S "S "S OJ OJ OJ OJ a. a. a. a. 0. 0 0 0 0 > > > > (.) (.) (.) 
:J 7 ...., ...., ...., ...., :J :J :J :J (!) (!) (!) (!) (!) 

0 0 q 0 0 0 0 0 (!) (!) (!) ...., 
cO J, N a) 1 1 1 1 (f) (f) (f) (f) (f) z :;;;: z z 0 9 0 

..J. 0 0 """" N N 1.0 N 0'> <.0 N a) cO ch 6 ~ ..J. c:::i 
r:h -.;} '<'"" cO J, N 0'> cO 

N 0 '<"""' ...- N 0 0 ..- N ('f') 0 N 0 ..- ..- N 0 0 

: Ratio between filtered water and raw water TOC concentrations (C/C0 ) 

Furthermore it has been investigated which parameters influence the TOC removal of the pilot 
plant slow sand filters. Figure shows the relation between the percentage of TOC removal 
and the filtration rate, including data for all three filters. There seems to be a trend towards 
slightly lower removal efficiency at high rates, but the scattering of the data is substantial. 

the whole of filtration rates from 0.2 to 0. 72 tnlh, the average TOC removal only 
decreases from 11 o/o to 8 %. well with those reported in literature, for 
cold water. for each separately, can be found in 

The average efficiency for TOC removal is not significantly influenced by the filtration rate. 
If the biology of the slow sand filters adapts to the filtration rate, it can be presumed that it 
also adapts to different raw water TOC contents. In that case, the retnoved amount of organic 
carbon should be linearly correlated with the carbon load on the filter. In Figure the 
load has been calculated by multiplication of raw water filtration rate, filter bed area 
and hours day. removal, it can said that filters seem to adapt to a high 
filtration rather than affected by Similar diagrams, separately for each 

Ill 
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23: TOC removal versus TOC load. 
few values far out in the+ or- not 

seasonal differences in raw water tPrnn.o.r-::~tln'P are small. They do not noticeable 
on removal (data not shown). 

2 nm 
raw water and filtrate UV254-absorbance is presented in Figure 24. Until 

UV -absorbance of filtrate is around 90 % of the raw water value. From then 
average removal is slightly bt>tter. In contrast to the of TOC, UV-

'=lket.r.,,..ktJ•""'"'" is consistently retnoved from the raw water. Not a measurement indicates 
1 .,...,.,.,.."'"':1€:'""' of the organic matter content during slow sand filtration. this study, the UV-

raw and waters is a stable without any extreme values as 
the This can be also seen in the diagram showing raw water and filtrate 

UV-absorbance, absolute numbers (Appendix B). 
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filtration rate on is shown in Figure trend to lower 
.:>TT,....,.,,::.nr· ... , with high filtration rates can be identified. the filters remove 13 

only 8 % at m/h. showing this data for each filter separately 
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25: Removal of UV-absorbance in aH slow sand filters versus filtration rate 

1. 3 light at nm (Colour) 

winter, as mentioned above, the colour value of raw water is relatively high. The curves 
for raw water and filtrate colour over time can be found in Appendix B. 
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by the filters (Figure 26). 
compared to the parameter of UV-
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removal does not seem to increase with 
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Tablell: 

TTP·rPl, .. <=•c in character. Most obvious 
'"''""'""' ..... " ... "''" the Coefficient of Variation, 

mean. period of was 
raw water composition. 

for 

most is Is variable. 
quantity and composition of matter this raw water probably does not change that 
much over short periods of time, it can be deduced that especially the measurement had 
a poor precision. It has investigated if are correlations between the four parameters. 
Figure 29 the scatter-plot for UV -absorbance and in the raw water. It is hard to 
say if they are correlated, since the bulk of the measurements is concentrated in a cluster, 
without much variation in both 30 a similar representation of 
and values. from the single there is some trend to higher 

0 2 4 
[mg/1] 

5 6 7 

removal tnay 
high results. meaningfulness of the 
contrast to what has been suggested in literature, 

rv .. ka-..rw slow sand filters is not lower in winter. 

6 

5 

4 

0 3 
0 
u 2 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
TOC [mg/1] 

and TOC in the 
raw water. 

UV -absorption and colour, is 
with results reported other 

is practically not 
this is probably not 

influenced by some wrong, very 
is thus questionable in this study. In 

efficiency of organics removal of the 
ahnost constant raw water temperature 

throughout the provides an explanation for this. 

Table Seasonal variation three 
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at 

to down 

1 
summer autumn, heterotrophic bacteria which colonies 2 days of 

incubation were removed, see Figure 31. scraping of 
October, the few available measurements indicate a massive growth of such microorganisms 
In filters. the effluent of filter 1 up to 260 of those heterotrophs per ml 
were which is violating the Swedish drinking water standard. 

winter, especially in 
= 1 denotes 

Filter 1 

Filter 2 

Filter 3 

---Swedish limit 

number of 0.1 
100 ml was found. 

ratio of effluent to influent heterotrophs (C/C0). The net In 
..._....,._ . ...,._._,.,,,..., filter 1, is clearly visible the diagram. solid line of C/C0 

removal and net growth of bacteria. 
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The data for 7-day-heterotrophic bacteria show similar patterns (Figure 33). the removal 
efficiency was lower from the and already in autumn a net formation of bacteria 
took Filter 2 the when 13900 organistns ml were measured. 
ratio of effluent to influent 7-day heterotrophs (C/C0) over time is shown in Figure 34. 
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The highest ......... , .. ~._,,._u_...,.'"" effluent nu1nber of coliform bacteria was 2 per 100 1nl, which does not 
even come close to limit of 100 (see Appendix G). The species E. coli, which is not 
permitted water at all, was not found in any sample of the filtrate. 

,,...,,,..,...,,.Yl> that bacteria are washed out from slow sand filters. 
...... ....,,, ............... circumstances. findings 

water quality actually be worse a slow 

number is, however, 
that the bacterial 

winter inhibit the growth of bacteria-eating such as which otherwise 
consume multiply the upper part of the filter bed. The observed growth of 
heterotrophs does not present a major health risk, especially not at water te1nperatures of 
about Pathogenic bacteria grow better at higher temperatures, closer to the human body 
temperature of 37°C. Anyhow, to ensure compliance with the standard, the water has to be 
disinfected before delivering it to the consumers. 

trnrP.CTlfl'<::\TlAn of iron and removal are the following. 
Unfortunately, of a higher filtration rate could not be studied The two filters 
have been run at the same, constant rate so the filters tend to behave tnost 
results are just shown for one of the1n. Some results for the other can be found in the 

1 
measure1nents began in week 10, the iron removal of the filters was already fully 

For results for Filter 1, see start-up phase has 
4 weeks. Throughout the year, iron has to trace amounts. 

concentration leaving the bioreactor closely followed the raw water iron 
content. From then on, at times very high concentrations were in samples after the 
biofilter. is most probably caused by the accumulation of iron sludge in the reactor. 
the of the reactor October did not end the shedding of iron. The backwashing 

was probably not effective enough to remove all precipitate, as the tubing for 
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35: Iron concentrations for filter - muueu1t, after the bioreactor and effluent 

possible influence of different parameters on iron removal was investigated. Varying 
._...,.u _ _._IJ .. , ........ ~_._,.,._, rt., .... ..,.n the study did not seem to affect the removal. The percentage of removal 
over time is shown in Appendix as well as its relation to temperature. 

effluent concentration does not depend on the raw water concentration (Figure 36). Thus, 
logically, of removal is influent concentration (Figure 37). 
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After the backwashing attempt, increased amounts of manganese are leaving the reactor. 
is not as pronounced as for the Analysis the 

L.L.LL.._, ... ,..,""' samples revealed that most of the raw water is soluble. the 
bioreactor, has strongly proportions of dissolved and 
particulate forms (data not shown). 
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other 

is a slight trend of 

results of own measurements I 
published by (Mouchet, 1992). In 40, crosses denote the and redox position of the 
raw water from Ragnhilds Kalla, both in influent pipe coming from the well, and in the 
storage The small arrow the effluents both bioreactors, 
and both rapid sand filters. of the underlying diagram, consult 

8. 

According to the redox potential in the raw water pipe ( + 143 to 
standard hydrogen, as a mean of 3 measurements) is not low and the iron should almost 
not be soluble under such conditions. In the storage tank, the redox potential is about 100m V 
higher ( + m V as 1nean of 3 ), and the iron is definitely precipitated. This finding is 
confirmed by the observed brown precipitate on the storage tank walls and the fact that no 
soluble iron has ever during raw water analysis. 

environmental condittons are clearly not biological iron removal. The 
is already too Anyhow, chemical oxidation is 

dominant over biological at values over 7.5, as illustrated in 7. the 
bioreactor, and also after the rapid sand filters, measured redox potentials were in the 
range of+ 394 - 419 m V. This is supposed to be a good environment for 1nanganese bacteria 
and explains the excellent Mn removal. 

is most probably to increased content in 
the storage tank, leading to chemical oxidation. The long retention time of currently three 
hours, equivalent to a filtration rate of 0. 95 m/h, is unrealistic to have in a large-scale 
plant. rate will show sufficient iron 

that chetnical iron 
biologically oxidised 

,.-.--.-,,.,,.,.,,...,.Iron chemical 

oxidation 1night cause unnecessarily runs the rapid sand filters. a full-
scale facility, 1s an '"""'·..--r-.•M-n•--1- factor because of the labour cost 
implied. 



at 

7 

would a more advanced plant with controlled aeration and possibly 
adjustment. To optimise both biological iron and manganese removal, the use of 2 separate 
bioreactors with different environmental conditions is advisable. Another advantage is that 
with such technology, the process can be influenced and it is possible to react to changes 
in raw water character . 

., • ..-.-.. .,....,.,....,-r .... , IS an a facility. 

study reveals acceptable performance even at higher filtration 
technology may used the full-scale facility as welL 

1 

the pilot plant 
current simple 

a-v-•"'a ..... -n--..o..-.1- were not 4 raw 
water amounts of colonised no falling or rising of 
was visible over time (data not shown). Values within and 2.75 mg/1 and 
suggest that the sum of possible mistakes to or dilution was too high. 

the 3 glasses nanopure and glucose, all values were around the initial 10 
mg/1, even after a of incubation (data not shown). Probably absence of nutrients 
prevented the breakdown of organic carbon. The high accuracy and precision achieved for the 
blank and standard samples analysed during the analysis indicated that the TOC 
machine was correctly calibrated and operated well. 
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looking at these diagrams, 
measurement which can estimated 

100 

results of the 2nd can 

1000 

raw water 

raw reference 

raw+ top 

raw + bottom · 

0 

single measurement called "raw water" is a sample that was taken before the water was 
put into of the It could that the raw water used in the different 
glasses should have the content. Although this is roughly true, the raw water with 
Siran from the bottom starts somewhat lower than the others. The slight increase in one of the 
curves with Siran could possibly indicate some leakage of carbon from the biofilm, which 
should be kept in mind for the following diagrams. Until 5 hours, the curves show different 
patten1s, but the overall level remains about the same. 
From then on, there is clear falling trend for all the curves, even the one without any biofilm 
added. Probably, that passed the filtration are responsible for the removal of organic 

n1inimum concentration was reached with the hours measurement. 
to 163 hours, a titne span of about 4 days, all concentrations increase by about 

1 0%. This could be due to leakage from the biofihn. 

of easily carbon (as mg/1 glucose) added to the raw water, the 
initial was about 12 mg/1, as could be data is shown in Figure For the 

~ .. <.Auu-u, with Siran top or bottom of coltnnn, the DOC decreased within a 
to 6.5 and mg/1, respectively. 
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contrast to the raw water that was spiked with glucose, the of the 2 glasses with 
synthetic soft water plus glucose practically decreased to zero within days (Figure 43). 

glasses, with from the bottom and the top, produced identical curves. origin of 
Siran column does not seem to have any significance for result of 
measurements. 

bacterial the glucose-spiked raw water is not primarily limited by carbon. 
availability nutrients might be an in1portant if this is also true the 

raw water sample with its low carbon content, remains unknown so Nevertheless, the 
possible deficiency of nutrients in the V arberg raw water was the reason for adding the salt 
and nutrient mix of the synthetic soft water to all V arberg samples. 
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at 

measurements on 

measurements was avoid sources of 
error: 

and precision for the total 
were no 

• amounts of carbon, so that it can be 
J.J..LJ.J.J..LJ.J..L.Luv carbon leakage. 

were taken and roughly same 
do not seem to be a source of contamination. 
rra .... •::..t-n. .... was sampled after the 2nd and contained 

a small amount of carbon. As only 10 ml concentrate are added to 300 ml of sample, 
the detected 0. 3 mg/1 were insignificant. In addition, its content of PO 4 was checked after 
the 3rd series and turned out to be exactly the amount that has been weighed in. Anyhow, to 
be on the side, salt mix was renewed for series 4. 

0.08 
0.13 

07-Sept 0.15 0.23 -0.08 0.12 0.04 0.06 
21-Sept 0.20 0.08 0.03 0.10 -0.04 0.19 -0.03 
28-Sept 0.17 0.13 0.09 -0.06 0.01 -0.02 0.11 0.07 

It is obvious Table 13 the first set of 14 glasses, series 1 which is printed with 
shading, produced 1nuch higher values than series The duplicate satnples, for 
...,, ............. ~-' ... ..., raw A and raw should at values. try and find out the reason 
for this phenomenon, factors that n1ight be responsible are compared in Table 14. 

results of series 1. 
colonised Siran nor the salt concentrate could 

are only two factors which occur in series 1 

5-day and 
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explanation 1s that 
.LJ.J.J.JLJ....,J.U.LJ.,"'U.'-'LVLL of organic matter causes an in within the water 
..., ....... ,, ... '--' ... ""'· by C02 large would then correspond to a higher in the 
water sample. results of the second have been investigated for a possible 
correlation, see seven samples were exposed to 

stirred with the same velocity. The 2 "' ............... 1-' ... ,_,..., 

largest in is no clear correlation between both parameters. 
Especially remarkable is that 1nost of this increase takes and hours of 

incubation, which corresponds to the main of organic carbon in the samples 
(compare 43). This observation could indicate that the high results of the 
1 V arberg samples, with their clearly higher really stand for biodegradation of more 
organic matter. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

BDOC [mg/1] 

44: Relation of to incubation 

to Table 1 is the of rust from corroding axles in 
'-' .......... ,.,J.J.J.F, brown floes n1ore or less intensively covering Siran 5 days. 

rust that decrease the contents in the glass might be: 

rust on biodegradation 
adsorption some molecules to the rust, without being biodegraded 
,.,,..yyt.,.."""''"'-""' between dissolved iron and organics were on the filter 
sampling 

As the scientific background section, of iron oxides can speed 
the adsorption and subsequent degradation of organic matter (compare section 3.4.3). 1s 
the possibility series 1 results show the real of in water samples, 
that biodegradation in later measurements was inhibited some way. Maybe the 



to support 

pointed out in literature study 
""'"J " .... "...., ...... .u ....... , .. J. ..... .I'U.u is about 0.2 mg/1 It is 

TOC-analyser are approved if their 
""''"'"'' .... .._ .... .., ....... -. ...... of variation is at a total carbon (TC) level of 3.2 mg/1, 
common these two by 0.128 mg/1, without a third 

being started. Until the water machine, it is subjected 
to many handling which bring it contact a number of containers, beakers 
etc. All of these may contribute to the error by contamination. If then the differences between 
initial and final values are as as the results are very susceptible to 

In this the results displayed in Table 13 are not trustworthy as such. The standard 
deviations are values occur, and the water is not always lower 
than the raw water. In this applies also mean of the duplicate samples 

15. mean raw filtered waters in the bottom of 
some more It can be seen that the average content of in 

raw water is higher than after the slow sand filters. addition, the filter 1, run at a 
lower rate, produces water with a lower mean than the other filters do. 

Table values from series 

aw Filter 1 
0.14 0.00 
0.15 0.02 
0.02 0.00 0.11 0.08 
0.05 0.05 0.04 0.22 
0.19 0.01 0.13 0.05 
0.14 0.06 0.05 0.09 
0.15 0.05 0.01 0.09 

mean 0.12 0.03 0.07 0.09 
Std Dev. 0.06 0.02 0. 04 0.06 

Stora was mg/1. Thus, the ratio 
IS times lower than the ratios for 

surface waters reported 5. 

to the values Table 15, 
< 0.15 1ng/l). 
n1ain raw water 



1 

Table 

3 

0.68 0.31 
0.30 
0.29 0.53 0.51 

Std Dev. 0.08 0.11 0.15 

A student-t-test was to determine if the values raw 
really different a statistical point of view. In spite of the 
compare, it was shown that filter produced a water with a lower 
water, at an a = 0.1 of significance. Additionally the 

more than the other filters which were run at a filtration 
of significance. details about the statistics, see Appendix 

filtered waters are 
available values to 

than raw 
decreased the 

at the san1e level 

the mean value of 0. 77 mg/1 for raw water is taken for real, the ratio becotnes 
%. This well with levels reported for natural surface waters, compare Table 1 

and Figure 5. 
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can so pilot plant study at 

raw water. 

n<::~l~<::tn"'P.T,Prc that may at times not comply with the Swedish standards are 
IIP.Yt'l<:lrln (COD), colour content heterotrophic bacteria. 

The results of the J. ......... ,""..., ......... ,., ........ ,.., ........ ...,, indicating some violations of the water 
standard 
the 

filtered water, should be """'-""' .......... , ...... with suspicion. To be able to identify errors, 
analysis, by a 

accordance with the literature, 
filtration is relatively poor. 

lab, should rather be done in triplicates. 

removal of organic bulk parameters by slow sand 

combination of slow sand filtration with Granular Activated Carbon filtration does 
not sufficiently in long run, pre-ozonation should 

this option can be installed even after the 
case, the typically faster headloss 

..... 'V ...... <.<C._ .... ,,... water should be considered in the design, by 

High filtration rates seemed to cause deterioration of treatment efficiency for several 
parameters related to organic matter, such as TOC, UV254-absorbance and COD. This trend 
is however very slight, so that the effects thereof are not dran1atic. 

Headloss development turned out to be relatively unpredictable. However, there is some 
"£1'""'..,"""' for a faster build-up of at rates. With a high filtration 

rate of 0.35 filters obviously can around 3 months between cleaning 
procedures. Filtration rates around 0.2 even longer filter runs. 

'""..._,-,-,..,.,.,.., of Dissolved in the raw water are either 
low around 0.1, or more probably, around 0.8 mg/1. Biodegradable Organic Matter 

was removed to a extent at lower filtration rates. 

_._ ...... J. ............ F,...,, ...... ""'._. ... "" ...... filtration rates 0.2 and 0.35 m/h are possible, 
V'VJ.J.J.fJ,LV.I.JC.LLWJL.I.J.F, .L.I..I.U.I..<.'-'-' quality or feasibility, 
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at 
Master thesis 

biofilters seem to be optitnal 
for biological 

not sufficiently high filtration a technologically more 
..,..,._,(h .......... .., bioreactors, controlled aeration 

suggested Siran batch method for measuring needs to be developed properly. 
Questions which have to addressed comprise: 

long 

long time does it take to colonise a column Siran with a biofilm ? 
duration of 5 days, suggested by some authors, is enough, the preparation for such 

measurements would be much simpler. 

amount of colonised Siran, that is added to the water sample, influence the 
result ? 1 Og in 300 ml of sample really enough, and what is the ideal amount ? 

analysis with the 
? 

Finally it should be investigated how iron oxides influence biodegradation. they only 
remove organic matter from the sample by adsorption, or is the mineralisation really 
.., ... ll . .lU..lJLV'-''U, as suggested in the literature. If the latter is true, additions of iron oxides could 
possibly even be used to speed up BDOC measurements. 
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t-test is to two populations of data are probable to same mean, by 
random samples of them. A t-test between the pairs 

and would have the logical choice since it is especially suitable data that represents a 
..-.o.·a....--.::,.-rt=-.,. before and data for raw water and filter 1 consist 

s = p 

II 

the 

xi> Yi =values in first (second) sample 
n, m = number of values in the first (second) 
sample 

the comparisons had to done by the 
samples 

t 

pooled standard deviation 
~tx, ~Y mean of first (second) population 

The of of for the two-sample t-test is n + m 2. null hypothesis 
two waters have the same mean. In this case, the alternative is that the second water 

has a lower which results in a one-sided test. critical t-values, quantiles of t 
distribution, are tabled. 

test 1-lx = /-ly versus : 1-lx > /-ly 

at a level of significance, H0 if t Z t a, n+m-2 

to.I,n+m-2 1 1.47 1 

a 0.1 means there is a 1 Oo/o probability that H0 is although it is true. 


